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Preparation of
a pre-insulated pipe
for the assembly
of connectors

Use a saw or a knife to remove the outer casing of the pipe from the end of the pipe together with
the insulating material

Cut the service pipe
perpendicularly with shears
that are used to cut plastic
material.
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Use a knife to trim the edge
of the pipe PEX.
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In order to facilitate the insertion
of the transition connector core
into the interior of the service
pipe, especially in the diameter
range of 50 m/m to 125 m/m,
heat the ends of the pipe with
an electric or gas heat gun to
a temperature of 70°C
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Assembly instructions for Hela fittings
Threading parts of Hela fittings in connection with T-pieces, couplings, etc.
should be sealed using Teflon threads or tapes.
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1. Slide nut A onto the PEX pipe
2. Slide the clamping ring B over the PEX-pipe
3. Moisten the surfaces of the tube with water or
dishwashing liquid
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4. Press the core C into the inside of the pipe
5. Move parts A and B towards the core C.
6. Firmly twist nut A with core C.
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1. Remove the clamping screw C from the clamping
body B
2. Extend the diameter of the body B with the
expansion bolt A using an Allen key
3. Slide the clamping body B onto the PEX-pipe
4. Moisten the surfaces of the tube with water or
dishwashing liquid
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Press the sealing core D into the pipe
Slide body B towards core D
Unscrew expansion bolt A completely
Insert the clamping screw C into the body B
and tighten it firmly until the edges meet
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Installation instructions for thermal plugs
This operation should be carried out only in the group of multi-pipe pipes
in one housing. The construction of the pipeline, apart from its exceptional
flexibility, allows for very good thermal insulation.

Factory design of a multi-pipe pipeline

To enable proper insertion of plugs, the thermal
insulation should be removed from the line pipes to
a distance corresponding to the thickness of the plug.
It is best to cut the thermal insulation with a sharp
knife at an angle of 90°

Push the heat-insulating plug over the line pipes
and into the insulated outer casing

Only on such a closed pipeline the end cap
and Hela fittings can be assembled
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Assembly instructions
for end caps

System contains two types of caps: System
zawiera dwa rodzaje kapturów:
• press fit
• thermo-shrinkable

Slide the cap onto the service pipe and the outer
casing as far as it will go. The snap points on
the inside of the cap fix it in the notches of the
casing.

Using a mild flame, evenly shrink the heat shrinkable cap around it, first on the casing and then on the housing of the
service pipe.
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